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1. Accessing the E-learning platform of the multilateral Comenius project You can access it by going to the site http://www.lang-platform.eu/campuce. The
image below shows the page to be displayed.

The image shows the pop-up window when the e-learning link will be click. It
shows you the category of the online courses and the log in screen at the right.

2. Log in screen -The image below shows the screen login of the system, you
can type your username and password in the provided textbox and click “Enter”
button to proceed.

Typed your username and password provided by ICT division. Click the button “Enter” to proceed.

3. System welcome screen -The image below will be the screen upon
successful log-in. You can locate several links including coure list, calendar, user
account details, creating courses, enroling courses, removing courses.

3.1 My course list link -The link will bring you to the system welcome screen
similar in the image above on welcome system screen. See the red mark box in
the image below.

3.2 My calendar link -Clicking the link will give you an overview of the
current month and even look at other months.
You can see a link of the main system page, clicking the link “E-learning tool” wil bring you to the
welcome system screen.

3.3 My User Account link -You can modify your profile by accessing the user
account link. You can see the image below that shows the account of a course
manager.

3.4 Logout link -When done and exiting in the system you should logout always
for your security.

3.5 Creating courses -To be able to create a course website click the link “
create a course site”.

Similar to the image below a page will appear when creating a course website.

Provide the necessary details of the courses and click the button “ok” to
create the course site. On the course access public access will mean non
password access to your course site and private course access will limit users
access for those who have accounts in the course. The enrolment area will mean
allowed enrolment when student can register them selveds into the course and
denied enrolment will not allow self registration of student into your course.

You can see that the course site was aded already into the course list.

3.6 Enrolling to a course -Enrolling to a new course will mean adding your self
or registering your account to a new course if the course where you are
registering allows self enrolment or registration.

Clicking the link “Enrol on a new course” will bring you to a page similar in
the image below which contains the category (colleges or faculty where you can
find the courses). You can select which college / faculty the course belongs.
The image in the right shows the faculty / colleges that has an online course site. You can select which
faculty the course belongs

You can see the course IT 101 which has a pencil image in the right. The said course is configure to allow
self enrolment / registration of students and faculty. You can click the pencil image in the right side of the
course to have your account registered / enrolled.

A message similar in the image above will be displayed when the self enrolment / registration is successful.
You can click the link “Back to my personal course list” to return in the course list.

The image below shows the course has been added to your list.

3.7 Un-registering / Remove course enrolment -Un-registering or removing
your account from a course means not able to access the course from your
account.

The image below shows the course listed in your account and the image
with “x” in the right is a link that will remove you from te course. Click the said
image mark “x” in the right tobe remove from the course.

The image in the right shows a dialog box that will pop-up when the link remove from a course site was
click. Confirming the removal will initiate removing your account from the course.

The image in the right shows the confirmation of course removal you can click the link “Back to my
personal course list” to return in the course list page.

3.8 Accessing your course website -You can view your course website by
clicking a course in the course list page.

You can click any of the courses listed in your list, the access permission into any
course accessed will depend on what role do you have in that course (student,
course manager, tutor, etc.).
4. Managing a course website -When a course web site was accessed from the
course list page a page similar in the image below will be loaded. Each course
has the same template of features, every course have their website.

Administrative tools of the course that can only be accessed by the teachers.

4.1 Standard links and controls -We will list some images and link used in the
system and its purpose or meaning.

4.2 Courses list and descriptions -In every course a description will appear on
top of the page similar in the image below.

The link “E-learning Tool” will bring you back to the list of courses (at the welcome system screen).
Clicking the course code like “EL101” will bring you to the course welcome screen.

You can also change the view mode into a course manager or student view. This will allow you to see what
students can do if you switch on student view mode.
On the right part of the top page you can also see a quick drop down menu of the course tools which can
also be found in the lower left part of the course welcome screen.

4.3 Course welcome message -The image below shows the displayed course
welcome screen.

The image above shows the welcome message of a course website, you can edit
the said welcome message by clicking the pencil image below the message.
The image below shows the welcome message of a course on edit
mode. By inputting your message in the text box and clicking the ok button in
te bottom will update the message and be displayed in the welcome screen of
the course website you are editing.

The image below shows the same edit mode of the welcome message only it has
no tool box.

The image below shows the welcome message updated and displayed in the
welcome screen of the course website.

4.4 Website course tools-The course tools menu will allow you to manipulate
and use the different tools of the claroline to your course. The image below shoq
you a typical lit of tools in every course website you will create.

The image in the right shows the typical list of tools in every course website you have created. Different
tools will be discussed and its uses in the succeeding pages.

4.4.1 The course description -The course description will allow you to set initial
parameters for your course like the objectives, goals, etc. The link and icon is
similar in the image below.

The link of the course description located at the course tools menu at the left part of the course website,
clicking the link will bring you to a page setting the course initial information.

4.4.1.1 Course description menu -The course description menu shows the
drop down menu and parameters for identifying your course.

The image in the right shows the course description menu in drop down menu. You can select which
parameter to describe the click the add button to proceed.

The image below shows you a form that will allow you to add course description.

You can click the button ok at the bottom of the page when done inputing your
description in the textbox provided.

The image above shows the reflected changes in the course description.
The message below the course description shows that the message has been
added. The menu now is on the qualification and goals description; you can also
set other description parameters if you wish like course content, teaching training
activities, support, human and physical resources, methods of evaluation and
others. The said descriptions will allow your learner grasp what is needed and to
expect in the course. It is important to set initial parameters and expectation so
that the student may understand and know what to do in order to pass the
course.
The three images below denotes edit for the pencil, delete for the x mark
and the open eyes for the visibility to students, a close eyes will mean student
will not be able to see the said description. The three common symbols will be
use in the different tools as well that will denote its standard meaning as stated
above. You can also see a hint in the right side of your page when in add or edit
mode, this will give you an idea and a guide on what to put in your description
parameters.
The image below shows the qualification description being edited. Just click the
ok button at the bottom of the page to reflect changes.

The image below shows the reflected changes in the description having the
qualification already added.

All the description parameters can be manipulated and added the same
thing; only the type of parameters will differ. Different parameters say something
about the course you can use all of them or only define the most important ones
and even add in the others category.

4.4.2 Course agenda -The course agenda will let you define events which
your student can follow. It is just like a planner that the student can follow and
expect.
The course agenda link in the course tools menu (left side of the course website)
You can click on the link “Add an Event” to add an event in your course website. You can also clear the
event list by clicking the “X” red mark in the right side.

The image below shows an agenda being added in the course, you just need to
fill-up the form and necessary details, click the ok button at the bottom of the
page to reflect your changes.

You can click this link to add link attachement in your added agenda this will guide your student to know
which tools in the course they might be using.

You can attached existing resources by clicking the link “Attach an existing
resources”, this will allow your student follow links and have a hint on what to do
and where to find the resources neede for an that event.
The image below shows an attached document link and the forum link
added in the event to be added in the agenda.

You can attach links in the event added by clicking the link “[attach]” link beside
the tools and when added you can delete by clicking the delete mark at the right
of each added attached resources.

The image above shows the added event in the agenda. As you can see
the three links pencil, “x” mark and the open eyes can be click to edit,delete or
make visible and invisible the said event to the students. You can event list the
events by clicking the link “Newest first” to be sorted.
4.4.3 Course announcement -The course announcement will allow you to
send and post messages that your students can check upon log-in.

You can click the link similar in the right image at the course tools menu located in the left side of the
course website.

You can see the links “Add announcement” which will allowyou to add an announcement the will be
viewed by all of your course website users. You can also add announcement on specific users by clicking
the link “Messages to selected users”. The “X” red mark is a link to clear the list of announcements.

4.4.3.1 Add announcement -The image below shows the form to add an
announcement, you can also add link attachment similar in adding agenda. You
can click the link “attached an existing resource” to open the different links that
can be added in your announcement. Click the ok button below the form to
submit your announcement.

The image below shows the added attached resources, just click the link
[attach] to be able to add certain attach resources. You can also click the “X” red
mark to remove each attached resources. You can click the link “Close” to hide
the list of resources to be attached.

The image below shows your courses listed to be attached as a resource.
The course listed are normally those have been registered in your account or you
have granted access to other courses. You can click the link “Close” to hide the
list. You can click the link [attach] to add the course as an attached resource.

The image below are list of public courses that are normally handled by other
faculty (courses that you did not create).

Clicking the link “external link” will pop-up a screen and allow you to add a URL
(Webpage address) in your attach resources. Click the ok button to add the said
URL typed.

Clicking the ok button at the button of the add announcement form will
submit and add an announcement and a page similar in the image below will be
displayed. Similar functionality in the attached resources links in the agenda tools
can also be observed.

4.4.3.2 Messages to selected users -The mage below shows the adding of
announcement to selected recipients. You can click the link “messages to
selected users” in red box, this will show you the form to add on selected users
for your announcement.

The image below shows you the form of adding messages or
announcement to selected users. From the users list in the left you can select
each users and click the button “>>” to add the user in the selected users list.
Removing users is just clicking the list from the selected users list and then
clicking the button “<<” to transfer the user to the users list which means nondelivery of the message. Only listed in the selected users are the one who will
received the message in the announcement box.

Click the submit button to post your annoucement to the selected users.
The image below shows the page when the message for selected users
are submitted. You can return into the list by clicking the link “return to the list” at
the bottom of the page. Click on the link “announcements” at the top of the page
to return in the announcement main page. You can click the course website or
root system page by clicking the link at the left of announcement (Course code of
your website) or the e-learning tool link.

The image belows shows the announcement posted at the upper right side of
your page when log in in to the e-learning system at the system welcome screen.

4.4.4 Course documents and links -This tool will allow you to upload and share
documents to your students. The image below shows the link at the course tools
menu on the course website welcome page.
You have basically pdf documents that is a sample documents when your course
website was created.

The image above shows you every documents that you have uploaded, each
listed documents can be modified (pencil link), delete (x red mark), move
(document with right arrow) and visible (open eyes) or invisible (close eyes). The
thumbnails view instead of the file list are only applicable to images. The
functionalities in the documents that you can do will be on search a file, upload a
file, create a directory, create a hyperlink or create a document. We will run
though this features and functionalities in the next pages of this manual.
4.4.4.1 Document uploading -This link will allow to access the form to
upload your files. The image below shows you the form when the link is
clicked.

You can click the browse button to locate your files in your computer to be uploaded a pop-up file browser
will allow you to set where your files are located. You can add an optional comments in your file and then
click the ok button to upload your files in the documents.

The image below is the file browser when you click on the browse button
mentioned above.

You can see the completed form in the left having indicated already the file
location and the file added comments. Clicking the ok button will upload the file
into the documents. This wil allow your student to view the document when
permission are set.

On the next pages we will illustrate on how to change the status of each files
uploaded.
4.4.4.2 Document searching -By clicking the link “Search” you will see a page
similar to the image below. The document searching allows you to filter and trim
the listed files in the documents. You can try by entering a word example which
when search the original document that has the search string will appear only.
Just click the ok button upon entering the search string into the text box.

4.4.4.3 Creating directory -You can manage your file in diretories as well, you
have to click the link “create directory” and the page similar in the image below
will appear.

You just need to provide for the directory name and its description, when
done filling-up the form click the ok button to proceed. When successful you can
see the directory listed in your documents list.
The image below shows the directory is created, it has the same operation like a
file that can be modified, delete,move and even set its visibility.

4.4.4.4 Creating hyperlink -The hyperlink are mostly the websites and URL that
you and learner will access. Just like in the image below just provide the name,
URL (website address), and an optional comment to compelete the form. Click
on the button ok to submit your hyperlink in your documents list.

4.4.4.5 Creating document -The creation of documents can also be done in
your link create documents. The document will be in the format of HTML, it was
just like typing a text file.

The properties of each documents such as modify (pencil), delete (x red
mark), move (document with right arrow) and visible (open eyes) or invisible
(close eyes) can be accessed by clicking the link images. The above image
show you the list of documents and its properties as mentioned above.
4.4.4.6 Document properties -The image below shows edit mode of a certain
file or directory, modify the values in the fields and when done click the ok button
to reflect your changes.

Clicking the delete link will initiat a pop-up window similar in the image below,
clicking the ok button will confirm the file or folder deletion.

The image below shows you a drop down list of possible location and
folders where you can move your files and folders. Upon completion just click the
ok button to move the said file into its desired location.

You can have on the platform a set of documents with various visibility
status close eyes are those who are hidden to others and the open eyes will
share files to your learners. Clicking the eyes will let you change the status of the
document visibility.

4.4.5 Course exercises -The course exercise will allow you to design self
assessment questions and answer to help your learners evaluate their progress

in the course. The image below shows you the link in the course tools menu in
the left side of the course website welcome page

The image below shows the list of exercises in your exercises tools, a
default exercise was created when you created your course website. Each
exercises can be modified (pencil icon), deleted (x red mark), make visible and
invisible (close eyes and open eyes), export (drive with red up arrow) and see the
tracking (orange graph line). You have several functionality that you can do in the
exercises, the menu link “my results”, “new exercise” and “question pool” can be
accessed to administer options on your exercises. The view mode in the right
side of the page shows you if your in a course manager mode or student mode
you can check what will happen when you click those links.

4.4.5.1 Exercises my results -The image below shows you the statistics of your
access in your exercise when the link “my results” will be clicked, it can be used
by students to check their records in trying the exercise. You can click the link of
the course code on top of the page to return in the course website welcome
page.

4.4.5.2 Exercises question pool -Before discussion on creating an exercise we
will first try to see how to manage question pool. The said functionality will allow
you to just store your questions and later create possible exercises combining
your pool of questions.

The image above shows you the list of question (question pool), you can
also modify (pencil icon), delete (red x mark) and export (drive with red up
arrow). You can add new questions by clicking the link “New question”.
4.4.5.2.1 Multiple choice (unique answer) -The image below shows you the
add question form fill up the question tittle, statement and the answer type. You

can have several selection on the answer type which will allow you to select the
appropriate answering mechanism for your question. Click the ok button to
submit.

In the above image we have selected the multiple choice with a unique
answer, we will try other answer type later for this test we will use the first choice.
Upon clicking the ok button you will have a page similar in the image below.

The image above shows you the expected choice, answer, comment and
weighting of the answer to the question. You can add answer by clicking the
button “Add answ.” as illustrated in the image below. You can remove answers
by clicking the button “Rem answ” beside the button to add answers.
The image below shows the filled-up form with the second answer as an
expected choice. Weighting is given as 30 to the expected choice, you can also
give weighting to others depending on your preference. Since we have selected
a multiple choice unique answer expected choice will only be one. Click the ok
button to proceed.

The image below shows you the page when the creation of the question
was successful, you can click the link “go back to the question list” or edit the
question and answers that you have submitted.

4.4.5.2.2 Multiple choice (multiple answer) -The image below is similar in the
first example only in this page we have selected the multiple choice multiple
answers. You can click the ok button to proceed.

The image below shows the answers for the multiple expected choice. The
last two answers was selected as the expected choice and a wirgthing of 50 each
was set. As you can see you can check more than one answer because we have
selected the multiple choice multiple answers option in the answer type. You can
also add answer by clicking the button “Add Answ.” and upon completing the
form click the ok button to submit your form.

The image below shows you the newly created question with three
answers that can be selected (multiple answers). You can click on the link “Go
back to the question list” to return in the list of questions.

4.4.5.2.3 Matching -The image below shows the creation of a question which is
matching type in answering. Click the ok button to proceed in the creation of the
question.

Upon creation of the question the answers will be set as illustrated in the
image below. The area to make correspond shows you the question and in its
right side is the letter of choice for each question including its weight.
Below the correspond are the defined options which will describe the letter
of choice. You can actually add elements on both correspond and defined
options by clicking the button “Add elem” or remove elements by clicking the
button “Rem elem”. Illustration of an added element can be found in the next
page. You can click the button ok when done to finalized the answer settings.

The image below shows you the added correspond number 3 and defined
option letter c, you can add element on each area which ever you desire for your
customized question answers. Click the button ok to finalized your question
answer settings.

The image below shows you the question created in matching type
answering. You can edit the question or the answers by clicking the
corresponding pencil icon on edit question or edit answers. You can return to
question pool or exercises by clicking the corresponding link on top of the page.

4.4.5.2.4 Fill in Blanks -The image below shows you the question being added
with fill in the blanks as the ansewer type. You can click the ok button to proceed.

The image below shows the answers being formulated, as you can see
the sentence was tyoe in the test box and the test with in “[” and “]” are the
answers. In the illustration above the sentence Al live in Asia, Al and Asia are the
blank word that will appear like “____ live in ____”.
Besides from the fill text type you can also have an option to have it on
drop down list type. This will just replace the blank answering to be a drop down
listing, you just need to put wrong answers in the text area at the bottom of the
page to mix with the correct answers. Every line in the text area corresponds a
single wrong answer or option in the drop down list. Click the next button to
proceed.

The image below shows the weighting of the answers in this example we
have a distribution of 20 and 30. Answers will be scored depending on the
assigned weighting given, click the ok button to proceed.

The image below shows the created questions and its answer, you could
actually edit the question or answer by clicking the pencil image on edit
question or edit answers.

4.4.5.2.5 True or False -The image below shows you the question being created
with a true or false type of answer, click the ok button to proceed after providing
the necessary details for the question.

The image below shows the details of the answers being modified, you
can set which is the expected choice (on the true or false) then the comment
together with its weighting. When done click the ok button to finalized the answer
settings.

The image below shows you the created question with a true or false type
of answering, you can click the link (on top of the page) question pool or
exercises to go back to the list of question pool or exercises.

The image below shows you the different questions created above, we will
use this question in the exercises that we will create in the next pages. You can
modify, delete or export each question by clicking the corresponding icon/link on
its right.

4.4.5.3 Creating new exercises -The image below shows you a similar page
above discussing on the exercises tools access. You can create exercises by

clicking the link “New Exercises”. The above discussion have already shown you
the link “My results” and the “question pool”. We will use the created questions in
creating exercises or create questions as we create each exercises.

The image below shows the form on creating a new exercises when the
link “New exercise” is clicked, you can see that the form includes an advance
area which set some of the additional features of the exercise. You can see the
added advance parameter on the next pages. The exercise is also set to have all
the question in a unique page, you can also set if every question is set per page.

The advance feature of creating a new exercise will allow you to set the
start and end of the exercises, time limit of the exercise to be taken, attempts
allowed, allowing anonymous and showing answers to the learners. After setting
all the parameter you can click the ok button to proceed.

In the newly created exercise, you can edit the newly created exercises by
clicking the link “Edit exercise settings” in the bottom of the page. Upon creation
of the exercise you will have to create questions for the new exercise. In the link
below the exercise can now be filled by questions which you can create by
clicking the link “New question” or get the questions from your pool of questions.
We can get the question from the previously created questions which we created,
you can click the link “Get a question from another exercise” to access the list of
created questions.
The image below shows you the list of question from the pool of questions. You
can click the pencil on the right side with a column heading reuse to add certain
questions in the exercise selected.

The image below shows you a question has been added you can click the link
“Go back to the question list” to add more question in the exercise.

You can see the added question in the exercise, you can click the link to
add more question from other exercises or create a new question to be added.
Adding a new question is similar in the discussion above about adding new
questions. You can also delete by clicking the re x mark or edit by clicking the
pencil image below the added question.

Every added question has an option to be edited or deleted.

4.4.5.4 How to test your newly created exercise -The image below shows you
the added exercise test exercise which is disabled from access indicated by the
close eyes. To enable from access just click the close eye to have it open which
indicates that it can be accesed by your learners. You can also modify, delete,
export and track your exercises.

When the link “Test exercise” will be click a similar page below will appear
which will ask your answers to the questions you have added in the exercise.
Answer the question individually and scroll down until all question have been
answered.

Continuation of the image above is the bottom of the page, as you
can see below the last question is the ok button which you can click when
done answering all the questions.

The image below shows you the result of your answers and comments
upon clicking the ok button when finished answering all the questions. It also
reflects your score in every question.

The image below shows you the bottom of the page and the questions
results and your answers it will also tell your scores in every question, this is
the continuation of the image above. Click the finish button to return in the
exercises list.

In the exercises listing you can click the statistics/tracking (An orange line
graph icon) link and you can see a page similar in the image below. You can see
every students statistics in this example, the statistics is on almario abenoja. You
can view details of the exercise like the average time it was taken and the score
details. You can even save the statistics in a CSV (Comma-Separated Values)
file so that you can open it in a text editor or a spread sheet.

4.4.6 Course Learning path -The link in the main course menu (left isde of the
course website) “Learning Path” will let you acess the tool for creating a learning
path. The learning path will allow your learner to follow learning path
arrangement which can be customized.

The image below shows you the list of learning path which can be
accessed by clicking the link on learning path in the welcome page of the course
website. There are links for adding an introductory text in the page, a link to
create a learning path, import learning path, pool of modules already used in your
created learning path and the tracking of the learning path.

The image above shows you also the list of learning path and functionality
that cnabe done like modifying, deleting, blocking, setting visibility, its order if
more are listed, exporting the learning path and tracking each learning path.
4.4.6.1 Introductory text -The image below shows you the form to add an
introduction text in the learning path list page. You can click the ok button to
submit the text.

The image below shows you the reflected introduction text in the learning path
listing page. You can edit (pencil icon) or delete the text (red x mark).

4.4.6.2 Creating new learning path -The image below shows the form on
creating a new learning path click the ok button to proceed.

The image below shows you the reflected activity 1.1 which we have
added. You can do some operation in each learning path such as modifying it,
deleting, blocking, setting the visibility, change the order, export and track each
learning path. You can click the tittle of the learning path to set its parameter.

The image below shows you the details of the activity 1.1 learning path.
You can see the options on using a document, use an exercise, use modules
and create a label. You can set each of this options, you can also edit or delete
the activity learning path by clicking the pencil (edit) or red x mark (delete).

4.4.6.2.1 Use a document –There is a list of documents in your uploaded
documents, just click the corresponding check box and click the button “Add
module(s)” to submit your choices. You will notice a message indicating that the
documents you have selected has been added in your learning path. At the

bottom of the page the said documents should be reflected in the list of added
documents. The link “Back to learning path administration” will bring you back in
the learning path activity 1.1 page.

The image below shows you the documents attached/added in the learning path,
you can click the link “Back to learning path administration” to go back in the
page of the learning path (activity 1.1).

4.4.6.2.2 Use an exercise -The image below shows you the list of exercises
created, you can add exercises in the learning path by clicking the check box in
the column labeled add and click the button add module(s).

The image below reflects the added exercise has been added, you can click the
link “back to learning path administration” to return in the learning path being
administered.

4.4.6.2.3 Use a module of this course -The image below shows you modules
being added in the learning path, you can click the check box in the column
named add and then click the button ass module(s) to submit.

The image below reflects the added modules in the learning path, you can click
the link “back to learning path administration” to return in the learning path being
administered.

4.4.6.2.4 Create a label -The image below shows you the creation of a label in
the learning path. Click the ok button to submit the form.

The image below reflects the lable “Sample label” has beend added as you can
see you can reposition the label in the list as well as the other attached module in
the learning path.

The image below shows you the label “Sample label” has been re-position
a few steps up. You can also modify, delete, block, set visibility, move and
change the order in the list. The learning path is just like a lesson plan that the
learners can follow in certain customized leraning process.

4.4.6.2.5 learning path module modification and operation -The image above
reflects the operation that you can do in every module in the learning path. You
can modify it by clicking the pencil icon, delet by clicking the red x mark, block
the access by clicking thearrow down icon with blue back ground. Visibility of the
module can be set by clicking the open eye or close eye icon, you can move the
module by clicking the document with a green arrow to the right. Moving the
module across modules using the move icon can be handy instead of using the
order icon which is a rectangle pointing upward or downward. Theimage below
shows you the icons that you will click.

4.4.6.3 Importing learning path -The image below shows you the form to import
a learning path it is capable of importing SCORM 1.2.

From the site https://www.adlnet.gov/scorm/index.cfm “SCORM is a collection
of standards and specifications adapted from multiple sources to provide a
comprehensive suite of e-learning capabilities that enable interoperability, accessibility
and reusability of Web-based learning content.”

The image below shows you a SCORM standard learning path, the
learning path is about maritime navigation. You can click the link learning path list
on the top menu of the imported learning path to see the list of learning path and
the newly added learning path.

The image below shows you the listed learning path and the newly import
maritime navigation

The image below is the view of the learning path maritime navigation. A
separate documentation exist on how to create SCORM standard learning path
and materials. The SCORM helps standardized and easy to share this materials
and learning path.

4.4.6.4 Pool of modules -The image below shows you the pool of modules
when you access the link on pool of modules. It only contains the modules
available in this course, you can delete, rename and put comment in every
modules. You can go back to the list of learning path by clicking the link
“Learning path list” on top of the page.

4.4.6.5 Learning path tracking -The image below shows you the learner
statistics list, you can look at the individual statistics by clicking the name of
learner. You can return to the list of learning path by clicking the link “learning
path list ” on top of the page.

The image below is a sample view of the individual statistics; you can see details
of the statistics and even other statistical data in your course per student.

4.4.7 Course assignments -The image below shows you the link in every
course website the assignments. It will let you access the tools in managing your
assignments for your learner.

The image below shows you the assigments page, you can see the link to add an
introduction and a link to create assignments.

4.4.7.1 Assignment page introduction -The image below shows you the form
to add an introduction to the assignment page, just put the introduction in the text
area and then click the ok button to proceed.

The image below shows you the reflected introduction of the assignment page
with the link on creating a new assignment in the bottom of the page.

4.4.7.2 Creating assignment -The image below shows you the form on creating
an assignment upon completion of the text box and text area scroll down to set
assignment parameters.

You can adjust the submission type, start and end date of the assignment
including its time, default work visibility when submitted, assignment type and if
allowed to submit late.

The image below shows you the created assignment, you can edit the
assignment by clicking the pencil icon below the assignment or the red x mark to
delete. The open eyes and close eyes will set of your assignment can be visible
or not to your learner.

4.4.7.3 Accessing assignment - You can access individual details by clicking
the name of the student.

The image above also show you the submit a work link and the edit
automatic feedback link. The submit a work link usually are for learner accessing
the assignment for submission and the automatic feedback is for your default
message when submitting an assignment.
4.4.7.3.1 Submitting an assignment -The image below shows you the form to
submit an assignment just complete the needed fields especially the one with
asterisk (*). The browse button will let you locate your files to be uploaded, a
window will pop-up and by selecting the file location you will set where to get the
files to be uploaded. Click the on button when done, you can see a screen shot
of the file browsing in the next page.

The image below shows you the file browsing when the button browse is
clicked, all you need to do is to locate your files and then click the open button
in the lower right side of the window.

Upon submission of assignment a message similar in the image below will
appear which will reflect your successful submission of the assignment.
Assignment submission time will depend on the file size, the bigger the file to be
uploaded the more time it needs to be uploaded plus the speed of the internet
where you are accessing your course website. The default visibility of your
assignment is invisible thats why it is on gray that means learner can not browse
each others assignments. Multiple uploading can be done and note on the latest
upload will be reflected.

4.4.7.3.2 Automatic feedback to assignment –There is a form to set automatic
feedback in the assignment. You can set if feedback can be every submission or
after the end date of assignments.

The image below reflects the feedback setting is successful, you can click the
link “Back” to return in the assignment. You can also click the link assignments
on top of the page.

4.4.7.3.3 Accessing individual assignments - In the learner view a feedback
can also be viewed if the faculty have posted a feedback in the assignment. You
can click the student link view in the upper right site of the page to see what the
learners view. Each assignment can be edited (pencil icon), deleted(red x mark),
eyes icon to set visibility and you can add feedback by clicking the Add feedback
link.

4.4.7.3.4 Individual assignment feedback -The image below shows you the
feedback form in an assignment you can type your feedback in the text areas.
You can attache file, scroll down your page to complete the form submission.

The image below is a continuation of the page above, it will let you type your
private feedback and set the grades of the assignment as a feedback. Click the
ok button to proceed.

If you observed you can set the visibility of the assignment submitted and
the feedback separately, you can show to your learner the feedback without them
accessing the submitted assignment.

4.4.8 Course Forums -The image below shows you the link of the forums in the
course website menu (left side of the page).
You can click the link similar in this image, its part of the left menu in the course website welcome page.

The image below shows you the list of forums when the forum tools is
accessed. There is a main forum and the group forum for the learner and faculty
to exchange ideas. You can add forums and categories as indicated in the links
“Create category” and “create forum”.

4.4.8.1 Creating forums category -You can add category beside from the main
and group forums. The image below shows you the form to add a discussion
category in the forum. Click the ok button to add the category.

The image below shows you the category discussion has been added.
You can edit category by clicking the pencil icon, delete by clicking the red x
mark and reposition the category by clicking the up triangular arrow or the
downward traingular arrow.

4.4.8.2 Creating forums -The image below shows you the form to add forum,
you can type the details and click the ok button to proceed. You can locked the
forum at first to have no posting when the forum will be created.

You can edit (pencil icon), empty the forum (paint brush icon), delete
forum (red x mark), move up and down each forum (up triangular arrow or down
triangular arrow) when more forums are created.

The image below shows you an additional forum discussion for assignment 2,
you can see an option to move each forum up or down.

4.4.8.3 Accessing forums -The image below shows you a forum is accessed
(Discussion forum on assignment 1). You can see mo topics is posted, you can
post a new topic by clicking the link “New topic”.

The image below show you the form on posting a new topic for the
discussion assignment 1
forum.

The image below shows you the posting has been successful, you can click to
view the message, return to the topic list or return to the forum index.

The image below gives you the topic is posted, you can click the topic to
access posting inside the topic. Remember that the structure of forums are every
category of forums contains different forums in every forums contains topics and
every topic contains postings with in that topic.

4.4.8.4 Accessing topics in forums -The image below shows you the topic
“Their is a good elaboration” being viewed. You can respond by clicking the link
“Answer”, edit by clicking the pencil icon or delete by clicking the red x mark. The
link “Notify by email when replies are posted” toggles that every answer or replies
are to be emailed.

The image below shows you the message that indicates your repply has been
posted, you can click the link to view your message, return to the topic list or
forum index.

The image below shows you several repplies in the topic on assignment 1

4.4.9 Course Groups -The image below shows you the links on the group tools
from the course website courses (left side of the page).
You can click the link similar in this image, its part of the left menu in the course website welcome page.

The image below shows you the page that will display the group listing;
you can see the links to create new groups, deleting all the groups, filling the
groups, emptying the groups and the main group settings.

4.4.9.1 Creating new group -The image below shows you the form to create
groups (4 new groups) with a maximum of 2 members per group. Click the ok
button to proceed.

The image below shows you the list of groups created in the previouse
illustration. You can edit group details by clicking the pencil icon or delete groups
by clicking the red x mark.

4.4.9.2 Main group setting -The illustration below shows you the main group
settings page. You can alter the details and click the ok button to proceed.

4.4.9.3 Other group operations -The filling of groups, deletion and emptying
operation can be done instantly by a pop-up message confirming the operation.
The images below shows you this dialog boxes.

The image below is a result of automatically filling the groups with members

4.4.9.4 Accessing each group -The image below shows you a group is being
accessed. Each group has their own chat area, documents and link, forums and
wiki. Description, tutors and group members are reflected in the right side of the
page. You can also edit the group settings by clicking the link “edit this group”,
we will have the illustration of this operation in the next pages.

4.4.9.4.1 Editing group settings -The image below shows you a group being
edited, you can set several parameters for the group. Click the ok button to
submit changes.

The image below shows you the group has been edited and a message
confirming the modification. You can click the Group name on top of the page to
return in the main group page or click the link “area for this group”.

4.4.9.4.2 Group chatting –In the chat of a group, you can type your message
and post by clicking the button “>>”. You can click the link group name on the top
of the page to return in the group page.

4.4.9.4.3 Group documents and links -The image below shows you the
documents of the group. The functionality and operations are the same with the
documents tools found in the left menu of the course website which is discussed
above. You can click the link group name on the top of the page to return in the
group page.

4.4.9.4.4 Group Forums -The image below shows you the forums of the group,
its operations and functionality are similar to the discussed forum tools in the
main menu of course website. You can click the link group name on the top of
the page to return in the group page.

4.4.9.4.5 Group wiki -There is a separate wiki tool beside from this wiki tool, we
will ellaborate some aspect ogf wiki. First thing is to ask what is a Wiki as an
ordinary learner or faculty may not be familiar in the term wiki.
http://searchwebservices.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,290660,sid26_gci94
3070,00.html
“A wiki (sometimes spelled "Wiki") is a server program that allows users to
collaborate in forming the content of a Web site. With a wiki, any user can edit
the site content, including other users' contributions, using a regular Web
browser. Basically, a wiki Web site operates on a principle of collaborative trust.
The term comes from the word "wiki wiki," which means "fast" in the Hawaiian
language.
A wiki allows a visitor to the "wikified" Web site to edit the content of the site
from their own computer. Visitors can also create new content and change the
organization of existing content. The simplest wiki programs allow editing of
text and hyperlinks only. More advanced wikis make it possible to add or
change images, tables, and certain interactive components such as games.
A wiki provides a simplified interface. At any time, contributors can conveniently
view the Web page as it looks to other subscribers, before and after the changes
they have made. It is not necessary to know HTML (hypertext markup language)
or perform work in HTML code. The best known example of a wiki Web site is
Wikipedia, an online dictionary building collaboration.
”
The image below shows you the wiki page and the list of wiki. You can
create a new wiki and do some operations in each wiki such as see the changes,

its properties, delete the wiki. You can click the link group name on the top of the
page to return in the group page.

The image below shows you a wiki being added, you can type the details in the
needed text area and then scroll down to see the rest of the form.

The image below shows you the bottom page of the form to add wiki. You can
set which users can edit, read and create pages. You can click the save button
when done.

The image below shows you the newly added wiki you can review and
change the settings of the wiki by clicking the property icon, it is similar to adding
the wiki. You can click the group name above the page to go back in the group
page.

4.4.9.4.6 Accessing group wiki -The image below shows you the new wiki
being accessed. You can edit the content by clicking the link “edit this page” (with
pencil icon). Wiki are designed for collaboration and act as a public document for
all users who can access the wiki.

The image below shows you the new wiki being edited when the edit this page
link is clicked, you can type your text in the text area and then click the save
button or preview it before saving.

4.4.10 Course users -The image below is the link to access the users tools in
the course website menu (left side of the page).

The image below shows you the page view of the user tool page which gives you
the list of registered learners in your course. You can see the operations that you
can perform in the page, the link to add users, subcribing to a class, group
management and even unregistering learners.

The image above also shows you on its right area of the page which you
can locate the icon to edit (pencil) and unregister (red x mark) each learner. You
can also click the name of the learner to see the details of the learner.

You can see the image above which gives you the details of a certain
learner with an option to edit its details or check its statistics by clicking the
tracking link. You can click the link “Back to users list” to return in the list of
users.
The image below shows you the page when editing a student details you can set
several parameters and by clicking the ok button the changes will be reflected.

